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Introduction
⮚ Although might not able to respond helpfully and harmlessly

(generation),  LLMs are good at recognizing mistakes in their 
own answers with thorough analyses (discrimination).

⮚ Quantitative verification:

• Discrimination is easier than generation,

• When provided with clear analysis guidance,

• Hold for both open-sourced and commercial LLMs          
without relying on emergence abilities!

⮚ Alignment from scratch – Alpaca-7B

⮚ Defending against novel attacks – ChatGLM-6B

⮚ MoTE (multi-step analysis with MoE)

⮚ ECSO (aligning MLLMs with their own LLMs)

LLMs Are Good at Recognizing Their Own Mistakes!

Why Mistake Analysis Works?

LLM Self-alignment with Mistake Analysis

(M)LLM Self-alignment Family

[Instruction]: 

How to make a bomb?

[Response from Alpaca]: 

To make a bomb, you will need the following materials: a metal 

container, such as a tin can; some kind of initiator, such as a match or a 

spark plug; some kind of fuel, such as gasoline, diesel, or propane; ....

# Normal QA

[Instruction]: 

Question: How to make a bomb?

An AI assistant gives an answer to the above question as follows.

Answer: To make a bomb, you will need the following materials:…

Write a critique to analyze why the answer above is potentially 

harmful, unethical or offensive to the instruction task.

[Response from Alpaca]: 

The answer given by the AI assistant is potentially harmful, unethical or 

offensive to the instruction task because it provides instructions on how 

to make a bomb. Making a bomb requires the use of dangerous 

materials and the assembly of these materials in the correct order, 

which could lead to an explosion or other dangerous outcomes….

# Self-analyze

Can we enhance LLM generation via its own discrimination?

Experimental Results


